Microsoft Security
End-to-end security solutions and services
through Microsoft security stack

In the present digital era, enterprises are dealing with a multitude of identities through various personas and
connected things. The enterprise data, applications and servers’ residency have been moving from on premise
governed zones to multi cloud environments. The explosion of cloud and mobile applications along with rapid
adoption of cloud workloads have opened huge security risk postures and widened the gap with on premise centric
security solutions that work in silos. To combat and stop advanced threats, enterprises need easily deployable,
multi-layered and integrated security solutions with cognitive intelligence.
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Figure 1:Wipro’s Microsoft Security coverage

Microsoft offers a set of comprehensive cloud and
analytics powered security solutions through Azure
and M365 security. This greatly helps protect
enterprise users, devices, data, apps and infrastructure
with reduced cost and complexity.

Wipro’s offering
Wipro helps organizations to strategize, design and
rapidly deploy comprehensive security and compliance
controls leveraging the Microsoft security stack.
Wipro’s managed services for the enterprise workplace
and Azure / multi-cloud workloads are secure and
compliant through efficient monitoring and
remediation.
Our Microsoft security offering coverage includes:
Security assessment/workshops, zero-trust
aligned strategy and roadmap for Azure and
M365 adoption
Digital IAM transformation using Azure
Active Directory for Business-to-employee
(B2E), Business-to-business (B2B) and
Business-to-consumer (B2C)
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Modern workplace security and compliance
transformation leveraging M365 security,
compliance and privacy management
Secure landing zone for Azure cloud
workloads (i.e.: enterprise apps, SAP etc.)
and continuous security and compliance
monitoring and remediation leveraging
automation
Implement compliance controls such as PCI
DSS, NIST or CIS for Azure workloads
Information protection, governance, privacy
and compliance program strategy,
implementation and service leveraging
M365 and Wipro’s frameworks
Managed SOC MDR service leveraging
Azure Sentinel, Microsoft XDR and Wipro’s
accelerators
OT/IoT security leveraging Microsoft
Defender for IoT and Wipro’s partner
solutions
Privacy by design and discovery of privacy
data risks and mitigation services leveraging
M365 Privacy Management, Wipro’s
framework and integrated solutions
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Figure 2: Wipro’s Microsoft Security offerings

Microsoft partnership
Wipro is recognized as an Azure Expert MSP and Global System Integrator (GSI) under the strategic partnership with
Microsoft. Wipro is also a Gold Certified Security competency partner of Microsoft, top 5 global MS Security Advisory,
SI and MSSP partner, Advanced Specializations in MS Identity & Threat, and a proud member of Microsoft Intelligence
Security Association (MISA). With this strong partnership, we are committed to bringing more innovations and
value-added services to our clients.
The Wipro and Microsoft partnership in cybersecurity can strengthen your cyber resilience goal.
Click here to watch the video.
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Figure 3: Wipro’s Microsoft Security credentials
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Benefits/value delivered
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End-to-end enterprise security solutions
and services delivered through industry
leading Microsoft security stack from one
strategic IT services partner
Access to over 8,000 global cybersecurity
experts, with over 1,000 Microsoft
Security trained and over 500 Microsoft
Security certified
Our CoE & IP-based solutions help our
customers to streamline and improve
cloud security adoption, control visibility,
governance for application workloads and
accelerate SSO applications on-boarding
to Azure platform
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Wipro’s value-added solutions and
integrated service delivery to simplify,
expedite and seamlessly implement
security solutions, and provide 24x7
managed services support through Global
Cyber Defense Centers.
2 decades of enterprise cybersecurity
experience to bring a holistic and
integrated security approach for public,
private and hybrid cloud adoption
Deliver more innovations and rapid
value-added services to our clients
through strategic Microsoft partnerships
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,

strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 220,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots to build a
better and a bold new future.

For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com

